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We address the µ-problem in the context of General Gauge Mediation (GGM). We clas-
sify possible models depending on the way the Higgs fields couple to the supersymmetry
breaking hidden-sector. The different types of models have distinct signatures in the MSSM
parameters. We find concrete and surprisingly simple examples based on messengers in
each class. These examples lead to all the soft masses and a consistent Higgs-sector.
December 2008
1. Introduction and Summary
Supersymmetry is arguably the leading candidate for TeV physics to be discovered at
the LHC. An important open question is the identification of the supersymmetry breaking
mechanism and its scale. One possibility is that supersymmetry is broken by a “hidden-
sector” at low energy and the information about supersymmetry breaking is communicated
to the standard model fields via gauge interactions [1-7]. These models naturally solve the
supersymmetric flavor problem. Recently the authors of [8] have defined the most general
model of this kind by the criterion that as the three MSSM gauge couplings αi=1,2,3 are
set to zero, the MSSM is decoupled from the hidden-sector. Despite this weak assumption,
the framework of General Gauge Mediation (GGM) leads to specific predictions about the
MSSM parameters [8,9]. Using data from future experiments we will be able to examine
these predictions and to learn whether the idea of gauge mediation is correct or not.
However, it is well known that gauge mediation does not address the µ-problem. Here
µ is the coefficient in the MSSM coupling∫
d2θµHuHd , (1.1)
where we denote the superfield by H and its bottom component by H.
The µ-problem has several aspects. First, one would like to explain why µ is of the
same order of magnitude as the various soft supersymmetry breaking terms in the MSSM:
µ2 ∼ m2soft . (1.2)
It is clear that in order to solve this problem in the context of gauge mediation, we need
to relax the definition given above. In particular, the Higgs-sector of the MSSM must be
directly coupled to the hidden-sector. Then, µ is related to the hidden-sector scale M ,
which can be dynamically generated, thus making it naturally small. Once µ is set to
the right order of magnitude, the supersymmetric nonrenormalization theorem guarantees
that it remains of that magnitude.
The second aspect of the µ-problem makes it much more difficult to solve, especially in
the context of gauge mediation. The Higgs-sector includes various supersymmetry breaking
terms. There are quadratic terms
m2u|Hu|2 +m2d|Hd|2 + (BµHuHd + c.c.) , (1.3)
1
cubic A-terms
AuijHuQ
iuj +AdijHdQ
id
j
+ ALijHdL
iE
j
(1.4)
(here and below we use the standard notation for the MSSM matter fields), “wrong Higgs
couplings”1
A′uijH
†
dQ
iuj + A′dijH
†
uQ
id
j
+A′LijH
†
uL
iE
j
, (1.5)
and various higher order terms. As we will review below, a typical coupling of the Higgs
fields to the hidden-sector leads to the unacceptable relations: µ2 ≪ Bµ, m2u,d. So for
electroweak symmetry breaking the challenge is to ensure
µ2 ∼ Bµ ∼ m2u,d ∼ m2soft . (1.6)
Because of this challenge people often refer to this problem as the µ/Bµ-problem.
The soft terms m2u,d receive contributions both from the gauge mediation mechanism
and from the additional new couplings of the Higgs fields to the hidden-sector. To leading
order the gauge mediation contributions to m2u and m
2
d are the same and they are equal
to that of the slepton doublet m2
L˜
. The new contributions which will be discussed below
will be denoted by δm2u,d. Similarly, we write for the A-terms δau,d when referring to the
contributions induced by the new couplings.
We will find it convenient to follow [8] and to classify the models by the SU(2) rep-
resentation of the hidden-sector operators which couple to the Higgs fields. The first kind
of models involve SU(2) doublet hidden-sector operators Φu,d which couple to the Higgs
fields through the superpotential coupling∫
d2θ (λuHuΦd + λdHdΦu) . (1.7)
These models will be discussed in section 2. The second class of models involve an SU(2)
singlet hidden-sector operator S, which couples to the Higgs fields as∫
d2θλ2SHuHd . (1.8)
(S is the superfield and its bottom component is S.) The definition of the coupling constant
here as λ2 is for easy comparison with the class (1.7). These models will be discussed in
section 3.
1 These terms are rarely studied because they have high effective dimension and therefore are
not included in the MSSM. (For a discussion of effective dimensions in the MSSM, see e.g. [10].)
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We should emphasize that Φu,d in (1.7) and S in (1.8) are not necessarily elementary
fields – we have in mind a situation where these could be composite operators in a com-
plicated quantum field theory. Specific examples of these two classes have been studied in
the literature. For example, models of the kind (1.7) with Φu,d bilinear of other fields were
discussed in [11-13] and models like (1.8) with S an elementary fields are known as NMSSM
(see e.g. [11,14,15]). For additional examples and other approaches to the problem, see
e.g. [16-20] and references therein.
We will further divide each class of models into two subclasses depending on the
scales in the problem. First, the hidden-sector can be characterized by a single scale M
and the scale of supersymmetry breaking is also given by M . As we will see, these models
cannot satisfy our condition (1.6) with perturbative λ. In the second subclass the hidden-
sector is characterized by two mass scales. There is some dynamics at the scale M but
supersymmetry is broken at a lower energy with
F ≪M2 . (1.9)
Such models turn out to be more promising.
The two classes of models (1.7) and (1.8) have some common predictions. The coeffi-
cients of the A-terms are small and are determined by the couplings
auF
†
Hu
Hu + adF
†
Hd
Hd . (1.10)
The “wrong-Higgs couplings” (1.5) are even smaller and are determined by
a′uFHdHu + a
′
dFHuHd . (1.11)
After integrating out the auxiliary fields FHu,d in the presence of the operators (1.10),(1.11)
we find the terms (1.4),(1.5) which are proportional to the Yukawa couplings, and hence
satisfy the minimal flavor violation assumption.
In addition, our two classes of models have some different signatures. Models with
doublets satisfy the relations (1.6), while the models with a singlet have a more specific
prediction
m2u = m
2
d = m
2
L˜
, (1.12)
where again, m2
L˜
is the left handed slepton mass squared. This relation represents the
gauge mediation contribution without additional contribution from the coupling (1.8). It
is evaluated at the scale M and must be renormalized down.
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Therefore, once the soft terms are measured, they will be able to tell us whether the
microscopic model is of the gauge mediation type and will also point to the class of models
of the Higgs coupling. We also note that in both of our models the coefficients of the
effective dimension five operators of [10] turn out to be very small.
In section 4 we will present specific models in our two classes. They will demonstrate
that these classes indeed include viable models. Our examples are simpler than the known
models in the literature, thus opening the way to a more detailed model building work.
Finally, we would like to make one more comment. In this paper we follow the line
of thought of general gauge mediation [8] assuming that all the MSSM fields including the
Higgs fields are elementary. However, some of the gauge mediation results and some of
the results here are also valid when some of these fields are composite. Proposals in which
certain MSSM fields are composite include, for instance [21,22].
2. Coupling the Hidden-Sector to the Higgs Fields via SU(2) Doublets
In this section we suppose that the gauge symmetry of the MSSM, SU(3)× SU(2)×
U(1), is embedded in a flavor symmetry of the hidden-sector, and consider two SU(2)
doublet operators of the hidden-sector Φu, Φd with a superpotential coupling them to the
Higgs superfields
W = λuHuΦd + λdHdΦu . (2.1)
We think of Φu,d as having dimension 2 and λu,d are dimensionless. The bare µ term does
not appear in the superpotential. This could be due to a symmetry.
Integrating out the hidden sector dynamics leads to various terms in the effective
theory. The quadratic terms in the Higgs-sector at zero momentum are
L = ZuFHuF †Hu +ZdFHdF
†
Hd
+
∫
d2θ
(
W µ=0MSSM + µHuHd
)
+ Lsoft + Lhard , (2.2)
with
− Lsoft = m2uHuH†u +m2dHdH†d + (BµHuHd + c.c.) +
(
auHuF
†
Hu
+ adHdF
†
Hd
+ c.c.
)
,
− Lhard = (a′uHuFHd + a′dHdFHu + c.c.) + (γFHuFHd + c.c.) .
(2.3)
A few comments are in order. The hard term γ gives rise to an interaction of four
MSSM sparticles once the auxiliary fields are eliminated. It is of large effective dimen-
sion and usually neglected, here we present it for the completeness of the Lagrangian
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to quadratic order. Secondly, it is important to stress that the µ,m2u,d, Bµ terms of
(2.2),(2.3) are not the physically measurable values as we have not written corrections
to the wave functions of the Higgs and Higgsino particles. These corrections appear in
the full momentum-dependent effective theory. (On the other hand, corrections to the
normalization of |FHu,d |2 appear already at zero momentum.) If λu,d are small parameters
these momentum dependent corrections are negligible and the physical values can be safely
read from the zero momentum effective theory.
2.1. Correlation Functions and their Properties
The Higgs parameters appearing in (2.2),(2.3) are all calculable in terms of (zero
momentum) correlation functions of the hidden-sector. The complete set of the relevant
two-point functions of the hidden-sector is
Ru,d0,0 (p) = 〈φu,dφ†u,d〉(p) , F0,0(p) = 〈φuφd〉(p) ,
Ru,d1,1 (p) = 〈ψφu,dψφu,d〉(p) , F1,1(p) = 〈ψφuψφd〉(p) ,
Ru,d2,0 (p) = 〈Fφu,dφ†u,d〉(p) , F2,0(p) = 〈Fφuφd〉(p) ,
Ru,d0,2 (p) = (R
u,d
2,0 (p))
† , F0,2(p) = 〈φuFφd〉(p) ,
Ru,d2,2 (p) = 〈Fφu,dF †φu,d〉(p) , F2,2(p) = 〈FφuFφd〉(p) ,
(2.4)
where φu,d are the bottom components of Φu,d. Some of these correlation functions can
be non-zero in a SUSY theory and the rest arise only due to SUSY breaking. To analyze
this more precisely we write some combinations of these correlation functions as variations
under supersymmetry transformations of other two-point functions. First, there are Ward-
identities for the Rij correlation functions of (2.4) (which follow from [Q, φ] = 0)
1
2
〈{Qα, [Qα˙, φu,dφ†u,d]}〉(p) =
(
Ru,d1,1 (p)
)
αα˙
− pµσµαα˙Ru,d0,0 (p) ,
1
4
〈{Qα, [Qα, φu,dφ†u,d]}〉(p) = Ru,d2,0 (p) ,
1
16
〈{Qα, [Qα, {Qα˙, [Q
α˙
, φu,dφ
†
u,d]}]}〉(p) = Ru,d2,2 (p)− pµσµαβ˙
(
Ru,d1,1 (p)
)αβ˙
− p2Ru,d0,0 (p) .
(2.5)
There are also similar identities for the Fij correlation functions of (2.4),
1
4
〈{Qα˙, [Q
α˙
, Fφuφd]}〉(p) = −p2F0,0(p) ,
1
2
〈{Qα, [Qα˙, Fφuφd]}〉(p) = pµσµλα˙
(
δλαF2,0(p)− (F1,1(p))λ α
)
,
1
2
〈{Qα, [Qα˙, φuFφd ]}〉(p) = −pµσµλα˙
(
δλαF0,2(p) + (F1,1(p))
λ
α
)
,
1
4
〈{Qα, [Qα, φuFφd ]}〉(p) = F2,2(p) .
(2.6)
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Obviously all the combinations of correlation functions on the right hand side of
(2.5)-(2.6) vanish if SUSY is unbroken. Suppose SUSY is broken and the vacuum energy
density is F 2. Further, let us assume that this scale is smaller than the typical mass
scale in the problem M and then all the observables can be expanded in a power series
in F/M2. We will not describe it here, but a careful analysis shows that in this limit
correlation functions like 〈{Q, [Q, (·)]}〉 can begin at linear order in F while correlation
functions like 〈{Q, [Q†, (·)]}〉 necessarily begin at least at order F 2. (We will provide some
consistency checks though.) Of course, symmetries or some other considerations can make
both correlation functions begin at an even higher order in F and below we will see some
examples of this phenomenon.
In terms of the correlation functions (2.4) we can evaluate the terms presented in
(2.2),(2.3). To leading order in the λu, λd couplings the dictionary is
µ =
i
2
λuλdF1,1(p = 0) ,
δm2u,d = −i|λu,d|2Rd,u2,2 (p = 0) ,
Bµ = −iλuλdF2,2(p = 0) ,
δau,d = −i|λu,d|2Rd,u2,0 (p = 0) ,
a′u = −iλuλd
(
F2,0(p = 0)− 1
2
F1,1(p = 0)
)
,
a′d = −iλuλd
(
F0,2(p = 0)− 1
2
F1,1(p = 0)
)
,
γ = −iλuλdF0,0(p = 0) ,
δZu,d = i|λu,d|2Rd,u0,0 (p = 0) .
(2.7)
All of these correlation functions except the one defining δZu,d can be shown to be
well defined at zero momentum in the sense of being UV insensitive. This is of course what
we expect to find in a theory with spontaneously broken supersymmetry in the hidden-
sector. However, the function Ru,d0,0 (p = 0) generally has a logarithm of the UV scale. The
reason is that this is precisely the supersymmetric wave function renormalization. As we
have remarked below (2.3), in a systematic expansion in λu,d wave function renormalization
plays no role for the values of physical low-energy observables and hence this UV sensitivity
is irrelevant for our purposes.
There is a nice way to write all of these soft terms using an effective action packaged
in superspace. First let us discuss the terms proportional to either of |λ2u|, |λd|2. These
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two-point function contributions to the MSSM soft terms can be summarized in an effective
action for the Higgs fields of the form
Seff = i
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
∫
d4θ
(
|λu|2HuH†u〈Φd(p)Φ†d(−p)〉+ |λd|2HdH†d〈Φu(p)Φ†u(−p)〉
)
,
(2.8)
where Φu,d are superfields. There is another way to write it which emphasizes the order
in F at which each term begins
Seff = i
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
∫
d4θ
(
|λu|2HuH†u〈ei(θQ+θQ)φd(p)φ†d(−p)e−i(θQ+θQ)〉+ (u↔ d)
)
.
(2.9)
The different observables mentioned in (2.7) arise by expanding (2.9) in components and
using the Ward-identities (2.5). The bottom component correlation function 〈φφ†〉 is the
supersymmetric wave function renormalization. The θθ represents corrections from the
non-supersymmetric dynamics to the wave function of the fermion. This correction arises
at order F 2. The θ2, θ
2
terms are the A-terms, and indeed they arise at order F . Lastly,
the θ2θ
2
is responsible for the soft masses δm2u,d as well as non-supersymmetric corrections
to the wave function of the Higgs boson. Both of these effects are at order F 2 or higher.
Now, we turn to the superspace effective action for the terms proportional to λuλd.
The result here is
S′eff = iλuλd
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
∫
d4θ
1
16p2
Hu(p)D2Hd(−p)
〈
D2Φu(p)Φd(−p)
〉
+ c.c. . (2.10)
We can write, analogously to (2.9),
1
4
〈
D2Φu(p)Φd(−p)
〉
=
〈
ei(θQ+θQ)Fφu(p)φd(−p)e−i(θQ+θQ)
〉
, (2.11)
from which we see directly that the bottom component contribution exists already in the
SUSY limit2 and gives rise to the µ term, while the others arise only once SUSY is broken.
The Bµ term arises from the θ
2 component of (2.11) (and, therefore, may begin at order
F ). The θ
2
term in (2.11) gives rise to non-supersymmetric contributions to the two-point
function FHuFHd for the Higgs fields (this eventually generates interactions among four
MSSM sparticles and higher order corrections to Bµ and the A-terms). This effect also
2 The bottom component is just 〈Fφuφd〉 which is related by SUSY transformations to a
correlation function of fermions and hence can arise in the SUSY limit. This is the content of the
second and third equations in (2.6).
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arises at order F in general. The θθ , θ2θ
2
components provide the non-supersymmetric F 2
corrections to the correlation functions HuFHd , HdFHu which give rise to the wrong-Higgs
couplings. It is important that although there is a p2 in the denominator in (2.10) the
resulting component Lagrangian is regular.
Another, complementary, organizing principle for (2.7) is to write the effective oper-
ators which can generate them at low energies using a SUSY breaking spurion field. This
is also a way to make simple consistency checks on the order in SUSY breaking at which
these observables are generated. We, therefore, write all the terms with a spurion
X = θ2 F
M
. (2.12)
In this convention the spurion is dimensionless and the terms which are strictly soft do not
contain any further suppression by a high energy scale M . The relevant terms are
W = µHuHd +MHuHdX , (2.13)
K = HuH†u
(X + X † + XX †)+HdH†d (X + X † + XX †) . (2.14)
The coefficients of all these operators are in general independent. There are two operators
we have not written down in the Ka¨hler potential, HuHdX †, HuHdXX †. The reason
is that these only shift the µ and Bµ terms, so these operator can be absorbed in the
superpotential.3
It is easy to see that these operators give rise to all the soft terms. In addition, we see
that the A-terms and the Bµ term arise at linear order in F while the δm
2
u,d parameters
arise only at the order F 2. In our language the latter property follows from the quartic
commutator in (2.5), 〈FF †〉(p = 0) = 〈{Q, [Q, {Q, [Q, (·)]}]}〉. The familiar expressions
(2.13),(2.14) are valid to leading order in F . Our general expressions (2.9),(2.10) generalize
them to all orders.
As we have already discussed, there are also some other induced contributions at low
energies which are hard. For instance, the operator in the Ka¨hler potential
δK = 1
M
Hu
(
D2Hd
)XX † (2.15)
generates the operator HuFHd which gives rise to the wrong-Higgs couplings a
′. Indeed, as
we expect from (2.6) these can arise only at order F 2/M3. The fact that we need covariant
derivatives to generate this term fits nicely with the superspace description (2.10) where
we had to use covariant derivatives to write the superspace effective action.
3 Another possible basis is to redefine holomorphically the Higgs superfield H = H(1 + X )
with the appropriate coefficient. This allows one to eliminate the linear terms in X in (2.14),
but reintroduces new terms in the MSSM superpotential coupling X directly to the quarks and
leptons. Hence, for simplicity we prefer to use this basis.
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2.2. One-Scale Models
First, let us assume that the hidden-sector is a one-scale model, with scale M . It is
easy to determine all the soft terms by dimensional analysis. To leading order in λu,d we
have
µ ∼ λuλdM ,
Bµ ∼ λuλdM2 ,
δm2u,d ∼ |λu,d|2M2 ,
δau,d ∼ |λu,d|2M .
(2.16)
This results in
B2µ ∼ δm2uδm2d ∼ µ2M2 . (2.17)
We assume λu,d ≪ 1 so that we can expand in λu,d and ignore backreaction on the hidden-
sector. Therefore, M ≫ µ (this also follows from the formula for the gaugino masses
m
g˜
∼ αgM ≪M) resulting in Bµ, δm2u,d ≫ µ2 which is problematic for viable electroweak
symmetry breaking.
We conclude that this scenario is inconsistent. A possible way out is to consider
parameterically strong mixing between the Higgs fields and the hidden-sector [13]. How-
ever, this parameterically strong coupling makes the analysis challenging and more work
is needed in order to establish the viability of this approach.
It is important to point out here, that from this vantage point, theories in which there
is a scale M and some (usually different) SUSY breaking scale F are actually effectively
one-scale models if all the soft terms and the µ term are induced by SUSY breaking.
Indeed, in these theories the scaling of the soft terms is
µ ∼ λuλd F
M
,
Bµ ∼ λuλd F
2
M2
,
δm2u,d ∼ |λu,d|2
F 2
M2
,
δau,d ∼ |λu,d|2 F
M
.
(2.18)
This behaves for all purposes essentially in the same way as (2.16). From the formula for
the gaugino masses m
g˜
∼ αg FM we conclude that FM ≫ mg˜ ∼ µ. Thus the analogous
equation to (2.17) precludes electroweak symmetry breaking.
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One imaginable resolution of this specific problem is to engineer field theories in which
the scalings (2.18) are violated in such a way that δm2u,d, Bµ are actually absent at leading
order and arise only at higher orders in some small parameter of the hidden-sector. As
we will demonstrate in section 4, such mechanisms are easy to come up with for the Bµ
term as it may carry various charges under PQ and R symmetries, but m2u,d are neutral
under all symmetries and it would take a complicated modular structure to achieve this
suppression.
For all these reasons we are naturally led to consider genuine two-scale models. These
behave differently than the scenarios presented so far.
2.3. Two (and More) Scale Models
Here we will study models with two scales such that F ≪ M2. The main new point
is that we will assume that µ is generated in the supersymmetric limit F = 0.4
According to our counting of powers of F , as follows from (2.6) and (2.7) the Bµ
term may arise at linear order in F . This does happen in some examples, but contrary
to the case of m2u,d, since the Bµ term is sensitive to various global symmetries (and the
leading order in F is also subject to holomorphy considerations) it is easy to suppress this
contribution. Consequently, we henceforth assume that the leading contribution to the Bµ
term comes at most at an order F 2. One simple and explicit (symmetry and holomorphy
based) mechanism to ensure this will be presented in section 4. The scalings in this scenario
are typically of the form
µ ∼ λuλdM ,
Bµ ∼ λuλd F
2
M2
,
δm2u,d ∼ |λu,d|2
F 2
M2
,
δau,d ∼ |λu,d|2 F
M
,
m
g˜
∼ αg F
M
,
(2.19)
where M is the hidden-sector scale. We have also included the typical order of magnitude
of gauge mediated contributions in the form of some gaugino mass.
4 A conceptually similar assumption regarding electroweak symmetry breaking was discussed
in [23].
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In a large region of parameter space these equations are consistent with viable elec-
troweak symmetry breaking. In general, allowed regions are those of small λu,d and small
SUSY breaking.5 This is consistent with the assumptions leading to (2.19).
One particularly interesting case is when the new contributions from the couplings
(2.1) are roughly of the same order of magnitude as the gauge mediated ones. It is easy
to see that this happens when
F
M2
∼ λu,d ∼ αg ∼ 10−3 − 10−2 . (2.20)
In this region of parameter space, the contributions from the new couplings do not only
give rise to a µ term but also modify the electroweak breaking parameters significantly.
On the other hand, the δau,d terms scale as δau,d ∼ |λu,d|2 FM which means that a≪ µ and
hence they are small and universal in this scenario. Similarly the wrong-Higgs couplings
are even smaller than the A-terms (because they have further F/M2 suppression).
One could have expected that in order for the contributions from (2.1) to be com-
parable to the gauge mediated contributions there would have to be some rough relation
between the order of magnitude of λ and the gauge couplings. It is especially encouraging
that the couplings to the hidden-sector required in this scenario have garden-variety small
values and need not be extremely small or severely tuned. It would have been nicer to
derive the relations (2.20) from a more complete theory, but we would like to stress that
assuming the order of magnitude (2.20) is natural both technically and aesthetically.
If the F -term in the scenario discussed above is the highest F -term in the problem,6
the gravitino mass in this scenario comes out to be
m
G˜
∼ 10eV − 10keV . (2.21)
Moreover, in any realistic account of low-energy predictions from SUSY breaking, modifi-
cations to the formulae of gauge mediation for the Higgs fields should be taken into account
but the A-terms remain negligibly small in this framework.
To close this subsection we mention that another specific proposal based on two scales
involved in generating the Higgs parameters has been discussed in the literature [25,12]
(for more recent works see also [26] and references therein). In essence, the idea is to
5 Small SUSY breaking is easily achieved in many calculable models of SUSY breaking (for
several examples, see e.g. the review [24]).
6 That is, we assume that there are no other decoupled fields which have F -terms.
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use a superconformal hidden-sector to suppress the dangerously large terms by appropri-
ately chosen anomalous dimensions. In this scenario the most straightforward estimates
of the soft terms are violated due to a peculiar hidden-sector dynamics. It is important
to emphasize that to date there is no known superconformal theory which satisfies the
necessary inequalities on anomalous dimensions and it will be interesting to see whether
such a theory exists.
3. Coupling the Hidden-Sector to the Higgs Fields via an SU(2) Singlet
In this section we study another possible way of coupling the Higgs fields to the
hidden-sector, through an SU(2) singlet superfield S.7 A familiar example of such a setup
is the NMSSM. The superpotential is generally given by
W = λ2SHuHd + . . . . (3.1)
S does not have to be a fundamental singlet, we can think of it as some composite operator
in which case the coupling above is non-renormalizable in the UV.
Our zero momentum Lagrangian in components, dropping the terms coming from the
Ka¨hler potential, is
L = λ2 (−ψSψHuHd − ψSψHdHu − SψHdψHu + FSHuHd + SFHuHd + SHuFHd) + c.c. .
(3.2)
At leading order we see that the vevs of S and FS determine
µ = λ2〈S〉, Bµ = λ2〈FS〉 . (3.3)
Note that at this order in λ, no other soft terms are generated. This is different from the
case we analyzed in the previous section.
The soft non-holomorphic supersymmetry breaking masses in this theory arise at the
order λ4 and involve a one-loop computation (we display the 1PI terms of the correlation
functions hereafter)
δ〈Hu,dH†u,d〉p=0 = −
λ4
(2pi)4
∫
d4q
(
〈ψHd,u(q)ψHd,u(−q)〉〈ψS(−q)ψS(q)〉
− 〈Hd,u(q)H†d,u(−q)〉〈FS(−q)F †S(q)〉 − 〈FHd,u(q)F †Hd,u(−q)〉〈S(−q)S†(q)〉
)
.
(3.4)
7 If S is an elementary superfield it might develop a large (divergent) tadpole which can
destabilize the hierarchy. Symmetries prevent this problem in the examples in section 4.
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To leading order in λ (and dropping the subleading corrections from the MSSM) we can
replace the correlation functions of the Higgs fields by their free values obtaining
δ〈Hu,dH†u,d〉p=0
= − λ
4
(2pi)4
∫
d4q〈Hd,u(−q)H†d,u(q)〉
(
σµqµ〈ψS(q)ψS(−q)〉 − 〈FS(q)F †S(−q)〉+ q2〈S(q)S†(−q)〉
)
= i
λ4
(2pi)4
∫
d4q
16q2
〈{Q, [Q, {Q, [Q, S(q)S†(−q)]}]}〉 .
(3.5)
Note that δm2u = δm
2
d in this scenario. Similarly, the A-terms arise from theHF
† two-point
functions, which are given by a similar formula
〈Hu,dF †Hu,d〉p=0 = −
λ4
(2pi)4
∫
d4q〈Hd,u(q)H†d,u(−q)〉〈S(−q)F †S(q)〉
= −i λ
4
(2pi)4
∫
d4q
4q2
〈{Q, [Q, S(q)S†(−q)]}〉 . (3.6)
Obviously, the two A-terms are the same and universal.
To emphasize again, a strikingly different character of a coupling of the form (3.1)
compared to the case analyzed in the previous section is that the non-holomorphic masses
and A-terms arise at different orders in λ compared to the µ and Bµ term. One could
also discuss the other induced renormalizable couplings, like the wrong-Higgs couplings.
It turns out that these arise starting from two-loop diagrams. (They are given by double
integrals over certain combinations of three-point functions of the hidden-sector.)
3.1. One-Scale
If the hidden-sector is a single-scale theory, the vevs of S and FS as well as all the
correlation functions are fixed by dimensional analysis:
µ ∼ λ2M ,
Bµ ∼ λ2M2 ,
δm2u,d ∼
λ4
16pi2
M2 ,
δau,d ∼ λ
4
16pi2
M .
(3.7)
Thus, this scenario predicts a ratio which is too large between Bµ and µ. One may
imagine some ways to tame the large Bµ term, in which case this scenario becomes viable.
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Note that unlike the one-scale scenario in the case of coupling the Higgs fields to hidden-
sector doublets, δm2u,d are small in this framework and are not problematic. These are the
ones which are typically harder to suppress (as they are neutral under all symmetries),
while it is rather easy to come up with mechanisms to suppress the Bµ term as we shall
see in section 4.
The case in which the µ term is generated due to SUSY breaking is effectively obeying
the same relations as a one-scale model although it really has two scales
√
F ,M . Indeed,
in this case we typically get
µ ∼ λ2 F
M
,
Bµ ∼ λ2F ,
δm2u,d ∼
λ4
16pi2
F 2
M2
,
δau,d ∼ λ
4
16pi2
F
M
.
(3.8)
Obviously, here we encounter again that the ratio of Bµ to µ is too large. Note that a
further suppressed Bµ ∼ λ2 F 2M2 is not enough. We conclude that to realize this scenario in a
phenomenologically viable way, the Bµ term has to be suppressed presumably by additional
powers of some small hidden-sector Yukawa couplings. This framework is precisely the one
in which the the µ/Bµ-problem is often discussed and some explicit solutions have been
proposed [11,14-20]. These solutions rely on the following fact. Since the µ term in (3.8)
generally arises at the one-loop order of the hidden-sector, this means that one has to
ensure that the Bµ term is generated at two loops or higher order. This is not easily
achieved, so one has to engineer hidden-sector theories with several components which
communicate weakly.
3.2. Two Scales
Having seen that one-scale models are hard to build we turn to models with two
scales, one associated to a mass scale M and the other is the scale of SUSY breaking√
F . In analogy with our discussion in the previous section, we propose to consider models
in which the µ term is generated in the SUSY limit while the Bµ term, as well as all
the other soft terms, are generated by SUSY breaking. As in the previous section, there
exist simple ways to suppress the leading large contribution to the Bµ term. For instance,
unlike in (3.8), if Bµ arises at order F
2/M2, we can find realistic electroweak symmetry
breaking. Furthermore, as we will see in the next section, it is easy to come up with other
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mechanisms to suppress the Bµ term without introducing complicated multi-component
hidden-sectors.
Having assumed that, we are led to the naive estimates
µ ∼ λ2M ,
Bµ ≪ λ2F ,
δm2u,d ∼
λ4
16pi2
F 2
M2
,
δau,d ∼ λ
4
16pi2
F
M
.
(3.9)
As in the previous section, we see that that these models lead to electroweak symmetry
breaking if the couplings λu,d are small (validating our analysis). In some realizations one
also has to require that SUSY breaking is small F ≪M2, but not always. In section 4 we
will see an example where Bµ/µ ∼ msoft is guaranteed by the dynamics of the model and
one could typically have λ2 ∼ 10−2.
The models (3.9) are interesting because they give rise to a universal prediction.
Since λ is a small parameter, δm2u,d are always negligibly small which means that the
gauge mediated contributions to m2u,d dominate. So, we expect the Higgs soft masses to
be virtually identical to the slepton-doublet mass (at the boundary scale of the RG flow)
m2u = m
2
d = m
2
L˜
. (3.10)
Consequently, the two different ways to generate µ and Bµ have rather different pos-
sible signatures. The one summarized in (2.19) provides a space of possibilities with δm2u,d
potentially comparable to the gauge mediated contributions. The mechanism based on a
singlet coupling to HuHd (3.1) predicts that all the non-holomorphic mass terms are dom-
inated by gauge mediation. On the other hand, it is a common feature of both situations
that the A-terms and the hard terms are negligibly small.
4. Explicit Models Based on Messengers
So far our discussion has been very general. It applies to many theories including mod-
els of dynamical supersymmetry breaking where all the dimensionful scales are dynamically
generated. In this section we will consider explicit examples. These will be weakly coupled
theories with canonical Ka¨hler potential and explicit dimensionful parameters. We can
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view them as effective theories of other, more complete theories. The purpose of studying
these examples, apart from their own interest, is to provide existence proofs of our general
discussion.
We will investigate models of messengers which have R-symmetry and can generate
the Higgs parameters. Models of messengers with R-symmetry were studied in the context
of gauge mediation in [27] and were shown to possess certain appealing features. Here we
will see that R-symmetry is useful for the Higgs-sector model building too.
4.1. Hidden-Sector Doublets
Consider a general model of messenger fields arranged in column vectors η and η˜. Let
us suppose that these messengers are coupled to the Higgs fields as follows
W =M0
(
λuHuηT c+ λdHdc˜T η˜
)
+ ηTMη˜ + X ηTλη˜ , (4.1)
where c, c˜ are some column vectors (which project on SU(2) doublets) and M,λ are ma-
trices. M0 is a mass scale roughly of the order of entries in the matrix M . To respect
messenger parity we impose that the matrices M,λ are symmetric (up to a unitary trans-
formation).8
In general one can imagine that such a theory arises in the low energy description of
some dynamical setup where the operators Φu and Φd are dimension two operators in the
UV undergoing dimensional transmutation and become M0η
T c and M0c˜
T η˜, where η and
η˜ are dimension one fields at low energies. In this context, the absence of a tree-level µ
term is either guaranteed using some high energy symmetries or can be simply assumed
to be generated only due to non-perturbative dynamics.
We will denote
M =M + Xλ . (4.2)
X is imagined to be some hidden-sector superfield whose bottom component and F -
component have vevs
X = X + θ2F . (4.3)
Classically integrating-out all the messenger fields is straightforward. The resulting super-
potential and Ka¨hler potential are
Weff = −M20λuλdc˜TM−1cHuHd , (4.4)
8 We thank Michael Dine for a helpful comment about messenger parity.
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1|M0|2 δKeff = |λd|
2HdH†dTr
(
(M−1)∗(M−1)T c˜c˜†)+ |λu|2HuH†uTr ((M−1)†M−1cc†) .
(4.5)
Now we can find the µ and Bµ terms and the other soft terms. Let us begin with the
contributions arising from the superpotential. The result is directly read from (4.4) and it
is given for small F by
−µ =M20λuλdTr
(
1
M +Xλ
cc˜T
)
, (4.6)
Bµ = F
∂
∂X
µ(X) =M20λuλdFTr
(
1
M +Xλ
λ
1
M +Xλ
cc˜T
)
. (4.7)
Note that µ is generated even for F = 0. Since the right hand side of (4.7) is non-zero in
generic models of messengers, we get Bµ ∼ F . This is too large.
The leading order contribution to Bµ in (4.7) can be easily excluded if we assume that
the couplings (4.1) respect an R-symmetry such that R(Hu) +R(Hd) = 2 and R(X ) 6= 0.
These conditions (and holomorphy) guarantee that µ(X) of (4.6) is independent of X .
Therefore, Bµ in (4.7) vanishes at the leading order. Note, that here we used a selection
rule due to a U(1)R symmetry even though it is spontaneously broken due to the nonzero
vev X .
The corrections to the Ka¨hler potential in (4.5) give rise to the soft non-holomorphic
masses and A-terms. Other corrections due to higher derivatives or quantum effects lead
to a negligible Bµ.
Additional curious feature of (4.1) (but not of the entire class) is that δm2u,d turn out
negative. This can be seen directly from (4.5), or by using the more general argument in
[9]. From the phenomenological point of view this means that in these models the soft
non-holomorphic Higgs masses are always smaller than the gauge mediation value.
In order to infer the gaugino masses we have to study the determinant of the mass
matrix, det(M). The conclusion, as explained in [27], is that if
∑
i
(2−R(ηi)−R(η˜i)) 6= 0 , (4.8)
the gaugino masses are expected not to vanish at leading order in F .
To summarize, R-symmetric models of messengers which couple quadratically to the
Higgs fields and satisfy the simple conditions
R(X ) 6= 0 ,
∑
i
(2−R(ηi)−R(η˜i)) 6= 0 , R(Hu) +R(Hd) = 2 (4.9)
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lead to viable models of the type discussed around (2.19), sharing all the general features
of this class of models, but also give rise to more special traits. (Especially, a negligible
Bµ term and negative δm
2
u,d.) The typical scalings of soft terms in these models are
µ ∼ λuλdM, Bµ = 0, δm2u,d ∼ |λu,d|2
F 2
M2
, δau,d ∼ |λu,d|2 F
M
, (4.10)
and we also know that
δm2u,d 6 0 . (4.11)
4.2. Hidden-Sector Singlet
Consider a theory of the form discussed in (3.1)
W = λ2SHuHd +Whidden . (4.12)
In this subsection we will discuss two simple hidden-sector theories described by the su-
perpotentials 9
W(1)hidden = X (
3∑
i=1
ρiρ˜i + ηη˜) + Sρ1ρ˜2 +Mρ2ρ˜3 , (4.13)
W(2)hidden = X (
4∑
i=1
ηiη˜i) + S (η1η˜2 + η3η˜4) +Mη2η˜3 , (4.14)
where M is some mass scale and as above
X = X + θ2F (4.15)
is fixed.10 The superfields ρ and ρ˜ in (4.13) are neutral under the gauge symmetries,
while the messengers η and η˜ in (4.13),(4.14) transform as 5⊕ 5 of SU(5). It is important
to remark that we concentrate on the specific models (4.13),(4.14) for simplicity. Our
conclusions and analysis apply to more general models of messengers. Note that both
9 These models closely resemble those of (E)OGM [27]. The precise relation is that we have
promoted some of the mass parameters of (E)OGM to a chiral superfield S.
10 One could have also studied the effective potential for X and search for models in which it is
stabilized. (This comment is relevant for the previous subsection as well.) In this way we would
remove the need for assuming the vev and F term of X , but for simplicity we do not perform an
exhaustive analysis of this possibility here.
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theories are generic for some U(1)R symmetry and a set of U(1)’s. The existence of an R-
symmetry is important for the mechanism described below to operate. It is also important
to note that both theories (4.13) and (4.14) respect messenger parity. Finally, these models
clearly generate all the usual soft masses via gauge mediation.
Our purpose is to study the dynamics of the S superfield. S is a pseudo-modulus
and FS = 0. The idea is that these tree-level properties allow for S to acquire large vev
(of order M) once quantum corrections are incorporated. This vev is not suppressed by
the loop expansion parameters. However, the expectation value of FS is proportional to
the loop expansion parameter and therefore it is naturally much smaller than the largest
F -term in the problem (4.15).
Once the messengers are integrated out, an effective Ka¨hler potential is generated [28]
Keff = SS† − 1
32pi2
Tr
[MM† ln (MM†/Λ2)] . (4.16)
We have denoted by M the total mass matrix appearing in the superpotential.
In components this Lagrangian takes the form
L = (1 + ∂X,X†δKeff)FF †+(1 + ∂S,S†δKeff)FSF †S+(∂X,S†δKeffFF †S + c.c.) . (4.17)
To leading order in the loop expansion the equation of motion of FS is
FS = −F∂X,S†δKeff , (4.18)
which leads to a one-loop generated F -term for S.
The resulting Higgs parameters from this general mechanism are
µ = λ2〈S〉 ∼ λ2M, Bµ = λ2〈FS〉 ∼ λ2 F
16pi2
. (4.19)
Note that
Bµ
µ
∼ 116pi2 FM comes out automatically at the electroweak scale. This model does
not require decoupled sectors with complicated interactions to solve the µ/Bµ-problem,
rather, once we assume the µ term arises due to supersymmetric dynamics the model
building simplifies dramatically. Lastly, as explained in section 3, m2u,d are dominated by
the gauge mediation contribution.
For the sake of having a numerical example, consider 〈X〉 =M . Then, the minimum
of the potential of the first model (4.13) is at S ≈ 0.40M with FS ≈ 0.832pi2F , and the
minimum of the potential of the second model (4.14) is at S ≈ 0.43M with FS ≈ 932pi2F .
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